We show that, within the framework of SU (5) Grand Unified Theories (GUTs), multiple vector-like families at the GUT scale which transform under a gauged U (1) (under which the three chiral families are neutral) can result in a single vector-like family at low energies which can induce non-universal and flavourful Z couplings, which can account for the B physics anomalies in R K ( * ) . In such theories, we show that the same muon couplings which explain R K ( * ) also correct the Yukawa relation Y e = Y T d in the muon sector without the need for higher Higgs representations. To illustrate the mechanism, we construct a concrete a model based on SU (5) × A 4 × Z 3 × Z 7 with two vector-like families at the GUT scale, and two right-handed neutrinos, leading to a successful fit to quark and lepton (including neutrino) masses, mixing angles and CP phases, where the constraints from lepton flavour violation require Y e to be diagonal.
Introduction
Most Z models [1] have universal couplings to the three families of quarks and leptons. The reason for this is both theoretical and phenomenological. Firstly many theoretical models naturally predict universal Z couplings. Secondly, from a phenomenological point of view, having universal couplings avoids dangerous favour changing neutral currents (FCNCs) mediated by tree-level Z exchange. The most sensitive processes involve the first two families, such as K 0 −K 0 mixing, µ − e conversion in muonic atoms, and so on, leading to stringent bounds on the Z mass and couplings [1] .
Recently, the phenomenological motivation for considering non-universal Z models has increased due to mounting evidence for semi-leptonic B decays which violate µ−e universality at rates which exceed those predicted by the SM [2] [3] [4] . In particular, the LHCb Collaboration and other experiments have reported a number of anomalies in B → K ( * ) l + l − decays such as the R K [5] and R K * [6] ratios of µ + µ − to e + e − final states, which are observed to be about 70% of their expected values with a 4σ deviation from the SM, and the P 5 angular variable, not to mention the B → φµ + µ − mass distribution in m µ + µ − .
Following the recent measurement of R K * [6] , a number of phenomenological analyses of these data, see e.g. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] favour a new physics operator of the C N P 9µ = −C N P 10µ form [13, 14] ,
or of the C N P 9µ form, − 1 (31.5 TeV) 2b L γ µ s Lμ γ µ µ.
or some linear combination of these two operators. Other solutions different than C N P 9µ = −C N P 10µ allowing for a successful explanation of the R K * anomalies are studied in detail in Ref. [15] . However the solution C N P 9µ = −C N P 10µ can provide a simultaneous explanation of the R K * and R D * anomalies [16] .
In a flavourful Z model, the new physics operator in Eq.1 will arise from tree-level Z exchange, where the Z must dominantly couple to µµ over ee, and must also have the quark flavour changing coupling b L s L which must dominate over b R s R . The coefficient of the tree-level Z exchange operator is therefore of the form,
In realistic models the product of the Z couplings C b L s L C µ L µ L is much smaller than unity since the constraint from the B s mass difference will imply that
which implies that M Z 5 TeV, making the Z possibly observable at the LHC, depending on its coupling to light quarks. Studies of lepton-flavor violating B decays in generic Z models before the R K * measurement but compatible with it, are provided in Ref. [17] . In addition, two and three Higgs doublet models with a non universal U (1) gauge symmetry have been used as the first explanations for the R K and R K * anomalies [18] . An alternative explanation of the R K and R K * anomalies in the framework of a two Higgs doublet model with two scalar singlets and non universal U (1) gauge symmetry is provided in Ref. [19] . Furthermore, the R K and R K * anomalies can also be explained in models with extended SU (3) C × SU (3) L × U (1) X symmetry, with nonminimal particle content, as done in Ref [20] .
In a recent paper, we showed how to obtain a flavourful Z suitable for explaining R K * by adding a fourth vector-like family with non-universal U (1) charges [21] . The idea is that the Z couples universally to the three chiral families, which then mix with the nonuniversal fourth family to induce effective non-universal couplings in the physical light mixed quarks and leptons. Such a mechanism has wide applicability, for example it was recently discussed in the context of F-theory models with non-universal gauginos [22] . Two explicit examples were discussed in [21] : an SO(10) → SU (5) × U (1) X model, where we identified U (1) ≡ U (1) X , which however was subsequently shown to be not consistent with both explaining R K * and respecting the B s mass difference [23] , and a fermiophobic model where the U (1) charges are not carried by the three chiral families, only by fourth vector-like family. The fermiophobic looks more promising, since, with suitable couplings, it can overcome all the phenomenological flavour changing and collider constraints, and can in addition also provide an explanation for Dark Matter, as recently discussed [24] .
On the other hand, the existing pattern of Standard Model (SM) fermion masses is extended over a range of five orders of magnitude in the quark sector and a much wider range of about 12 orders of magnitude, when neutrinos are included. Unlike in the quark sector where the mixing angles are very small, two of the three leptonic mixing angles, i.e., the atmospheric θ 23 and the solar θ 12 are large, while the reactor angle θ 13 is comparatively small. This suggests a different kind of underlying physics for the neutrino sector than what should be responsible for the observed hierarchy of quark masses and mixing angles. That flavour puzzle of the SM indicates that New Physics has to be advocated to explain the observed SM fermion mass and mixing pattern. That SM "flavor puzzle" motivates to build models with additional scalars and fermions in their particle spectrum and with an extended gauge group, supplemented by discrete flavour symmetries, which are usually spontaneously broken, in order to generate the observed pattern of SM fermion masses and mixing angles. Recent reviews of discrete flavor groups can be found in Refs. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Several discrete groups such as S 3 [192] [193] [194] [195] [196] [197] [198] [199] [200] [201] [202] [203] have been implemented in extensions of the SM, to provide a nice description of the observed pattern of fermion masses and mixing angles.
In this paper we focus on an SU (5) × U (1) model with a vector-like fourth family where the three chiral families do not couple to the U (1) , but the fourth vector-like family has arbitrary U (1) charges for the different multiplets, which mix with the three families, thereby inducing effective non-universal couplings for the light physical mixed quarks and leptons. The particular scheme we consider involves induced Z couplings to third family left-handed quark doublets and second family left-handed lepton doublets, similar to the model discussed recently in [24] . However, in addition, we also allow induced Z couplings to the right-handed muon, in order to provide non-universality for both left-handed and right-handed muons, and hence give corrections to the physical muon Yukawa coupling. We show that such an SU (5) model with the vector sector can account for the muon anomalies R K ( * ) and correct the Yukawa relation Y e = Y T d without the need for higher Higgs representations. The same applies to flavoured GUTs such as SU (5) × A 4 with a vector sector. In addition, we study the implications of a A 4 flavoured SU (5) × U (1) GUT theory with five generations of fermions, on SM fermion masses and mixings. To successfully describe the observed pattern of SM fermion masses and mixing angles, we supplement the A 4 family symmetry of that model by the Z 3 × Z 7 discrete group and we extend the particle content of our model by adding two right handed Majorana neutrinos and several SU (5) singlet scalar fields. The discrete A 4 ×Z 3 ×Z 7 discrete group is needed in order to reproduce the specific patterns of mass matrices in the quark and lepton sectors, consistent with the low energy SM fermion flavor data. The two right handed Majorana neutrinos are required for the implementation of the type I seesaw mechanism at tree level to generate the masses for the light active neutrinos. In this framework, the active neutrinos acquire small masses scaled by the inverse of the large type-I seesaw mediators, thus providing a natural explanation for the smallness of neutrino masses.
The layout of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we describe a 2 Higgs doublet model with four generations of fermions, several scalar singlets, an extra U (1) X gauge symmetry under which the SM fermions are neutral and the fourth generation of fermions is charged. In section 3 we present the SU (5) × U (1) GUT theory with five generations of fermions in the5 and 10 irreps of SU (5). In section 4 we outline the A 4 flavoured SU (5) × U (1) GUT theory with five generations of fermions and we discuss its implications on SM fermion masses and mixings. Finally we conclude in section 5. Appendix A provides a brief description of the A 4 discrete group.
Standard Model with a vector sector
In this section we analyse the model defined in Table 1 . The three chiral families and the Higgs doublets do not carry any U (1) charges. We allow the vector-like family to carry arbitrary U (1) charges. The scalars φ couple the vector-like family to the three chiral families.
Higgs Yukawa couplings
The Higgs Yukawa couplings of the first three chiral families ψ i are,
where i, j = 1, . . . , 3.
Field
Representation/charge In addition we allow the possibly of the fourth vector-like family Higgs Yukawa couplings,
although the existence of these couplings will depend on the choice of the U (1) charges for the vector-like family, and some or all of these couplings could be zero.
Heavy masses
In this subsection we ignore the Higgs Yukawa couplings (which give electroweak scale masses) and consider only the heavy mass Lagrangian (which gives multi-TeV masses).
The vector-like family can mix with the three chiral families via the φ scalars, and also can have explicit masses, leading to the heavy Lagrangian,
After the singlet fields φ develop vacuum expectation values (VEVs), the U (1) gauge symmetry is broken and yields a massive Z gauge boson whose mass is of order the largest VEV of the φ fields. Then may define new mass parameters M Q i = x Q i φ Q , and similarly for the other mass parameters, to give,
where α = 1, . . . , 4 in a compact notation.
All these mass terms are heavy, of order a few TeV, and our first task is to identify the heavy mass states and integrate them out. Actually only one linear combination of the four "normal chirality" states will get heavy, while the other three orthogonal linear combinations will remain massless (ignoring the Higgs Yukawa couplings). We will identify the three physical massless families with the quarks and leptons of the Standard Model.
Diagonalising the heavy masses
We now focus on L heavy (ignoring the Higgs Yukawa Lagrangian) and show how the heavy masses may be diagonalised, denoting the fields in this basis by primes. The goal is to identify the light states of the low energy effective Standard Model (SM) below the few TeV scale, after the heavy states have been integrated out.
In the primed basis, the fourth family is massive (before electroweak symmetry breaking),
The first three families in the primed basis have zero mass (before electroweak symmetry breaking), and are identified as the quarks and leptons of the SM.
The fields in the primed basis and the original basis are related by unitary 4 × 4 mixing matrices,
In our scheme we will consider only the non-zero mixing angles to be θ Q L 34 , in order to generate the Z coupling to the third family quark doublet including b L , and also θ L L 24 and θ e R 24 to generate the Z coupling to the second family lepton doublet including µ L and also µ R , in the primed basis. This is very similar to the model in [24] , where the non-zero angles θ Q L 34 and θ L L 24 were considered, and whose main focus was on the phenomenological viability of the model including Dark Matter. The model considered here includes in addition the non-zero angle θ e R 24 which generates an additional Z coupling to µ R , which is important for the main focus of the present paper, namely the effect of the model on the SU (5) Yukawa relations.
To summarise, in this paper we consider: In the original basis, the Yukawa couplings in Eq.4 may be written in terms of the three chiral families ψ i plus the same chirality fourth family ψ 4 in a 4 × 4 matrix notation as, 
In the primed basis in Eq.9, where only the fourth components of the fermions are very heavy, the Yukawa couplings become,
In the primed basis it is trivial to integrate out the heavy family by simply removing the fourth rows and colums of the primed Yukawa matrices in Eq.16, to leave the upper 3 × 3 blocks, which describe the three massless families, in the low energy effective theory involving the massless fermions ψ i ,
where
) ij (18) and i, j = 1, . . . , 3. The physical three family quark and lepton masses in the low energy effective theory should be calculated using the 3 × 3 Yukawa matrices in Eq.18. , where the 22 element of the 3 × 3 light physical Yukawa matrix gets modified as follows, (20) where the approximation is for small angles. This may be a rather large correction if y 
where these mixing angles θ
and still give a significant correction, since the 11 element of the charged lepton matrix is more sensitive to such corrections than the 22 element (since the electron mass is much smaller than the muon mass).
Z gauge couplings in the primed basis
There is a GIM mechanism in the electroweak sector leading to no flavour changing neutral currents (FCNCs). However in the physics of Z gauge bosons, the U (1) charges depend on the family index α. This leads to non-universality and possibly FCNCs due to Z gauge boson exchange, as we discuss. After U (1) breaking, we have a massive Z gauge boson with diagonal gauge couplings to the four families of quarks and leptons, in the original basis,
where only the fourth family has non-zero charges,
In the diagonal heavy mass (primed) basis, given by the unitary transformations in Eq.9, the Z couplings to the four families of quarks and leptons in Eq.22 becomes,
In the low energy effective theory, after decoupling the fourth heavy family, Eq.24 gives the Z couplings to the three massless families of quarks and leptons,
where the 3 × 3 matricesD are given by,
Without the fourth family mixing all these Z couplings would be zero, since the three original chiral families have zero U (1) charges. However with Eqs.10, 11, 12, this mixing induces Z couplings to the third family left-handed quarks and to the muons, as we discuss in the next subsection.
Phenomenology
The example we consider is one in which the quarks and leptons start out not coupling to the Z at all, as in fermiophobic models. We show that such fermiophobic Z models may be converted to flavourful Z models via mixing with fourth and fifth vector-like family with Z couplings. We consider both fourth and fifth vector-like families of charged fermions to account for the R K and R K * anomalies and at the same time to allow embedding the model in a SU (5) GUT theory in such a way that the mixings between the heavy and light states will yield a realistic SM quark mass spectrum at low energies without adding a scalar field in the 45 irrep representation of SU (5) as we will shown in detail in Section 4. We start by considering the following scenario where the mixing matrices for the fermionic fields Q L , L L and e R are: 
In addition we consider that only the fourth and fifth families have nonvanishing charges:
Then, by replacing in Eq. (27) we find the following relations: 
where the Z couples only to the third family left-handed quark doublets
and the muons L L2 = (ν µL , µ L ) and e R2 = µ R , where the primes indicate that these are the states before the Yukawa matrices are diagonalised.
Ignoring any charged lepton mixing amongst the three light families (to start with), this will lead the couplings,
with the different couplings of the Z gauge bosons with the charged leptonic fields appearing in Eq. 33 are given by:
where the mixing parameters s L,e 12 appear after expressing the leptonic fields in the interaction basis in terms of the leptonic fields in the mass eigenstates, considering, for the sake of simplicity, only the mixing in the 1 − 2 plane. In addition, we have expanded the quark primed fields in terms of mass eigenstates as follows,
and assumed from the hierarchy of the CKM matrix that,
Then Z exchange generates the effective operators, as in Eq. 1. where the operator corresponds to C
. For the sake of simplicity, we ignore the contribution of the right-handed muon operator and we neglect the contribution arising from the mixing between the first and fourth generation of charged leptons, i.e, we set θ (L,R) 14 = 0. Let us note that we are considering a scenario where the fifth family of vector like fermions only couples with the third generation of SM quarks as well as with the first generation of charged leptons, whereas the fourth family will only couple with the second generation of SM charged leptons, thus we are assuming that only θ
15 are nonzero with all other mixing angles being zero (see Section 4 for a justification of those assumptions in terms of symmetries).
To explain the R K and R K * anomalies we require the coefficient to have the correct sign and magnitude, as discussed in Eq. 3, leading to
There are important flavour violating processes such as B s −B s mixing which can rule out models, due to the Z coupling to bs. As discussed for example in [23] , this leads to the constraint,
From Eqs.36, 37 we find the constraint,
From Eq.33, this implies,
This is easily satisfied, since for example if
then this by itself is almost sufficient to satisfy the constraint.
For example, if we saturate the bound in Eq.37, then Eq.36 implies,
This shows that the mixing angle θ L 24 cannot be too small. Note that the LHC limits on the Z mass are very weak since it does not couple to light quarks at leading order, and its coupling to strange quarks is suppressed by a factor of (V † dL ) 2 32 .
For a more detailed discussion of the phenomenological constraints on this particular model arising from both flavour violating processes such as B s −B s mixing and LHC limits on the Z mass see [24] .
There are other important constraints due to lepton flavour violating (LFV) processes such as µ → eee as recently discussed for example in [23] .
3 However, as discussed there, violations of lepton universality does not always lead to lepton flavour violation: it depends on the mixing angles θ 
)
2 . We may estimate the branching ratios for µ → eee by taking the ratio of the Z exchange diagram squared to the W exchange diagram squared,
3 We do not consider µ − e conversion since the Z does not couple to light quarks at leading order.
Field
Representation/charge 
For typical charged lepton mixing angles such as θ L,R
12 ∼ λ/3 ∼ 0.07, the coefficient in Eq.40 will lead to branching ratios such as
below the current experimental limit of Br(µ → eee) 10 −12 but within the range of future experiments.
Although the above constraints may be satisfied, our current framework can lead to the Lepton Flavor Violating (LFV) decay µ → eγ, which is only induced by the θ L,R 14 mixing angles in the case of a diagonal SM charged lepton mass matrix, as shown in Appendix B. Thus, to avoid all LFV decays and at the same time to generate the correct value of the electron mass, we need to also suppress the θ L,R 14 mixing angles while at the same time correcting the charged lepton masses. This can be achieved by adding a fifth vector-like family as discussed in the next section.
only the matter content of two vector-like families survives with various U (1) charges, similarly as in Table 1 , with the remaining components of the multiple5 + 5 and 10 +10 states having GUT scale masses. Below the GUT scale, the model in Table 2 leads to the SM plus vector sector in Table 1 . Thus the SU (5) plus vector sector can explain the muon anomalies exactly like we discussed in the previous section (see in particular subsection 2.5).
We now focus on the SU ( The Yukawa terms in SU (5) may be written as,
These give SM Yukawa terms,
From this equation we identify the charged lepton Yukawa matrix as
at the GUT scale. This means that after RG effects are considered we have at low energy,
where QCD corrections lead to an overall scaling factor of about 3 for the quark Yukawa couplings as compared to those of the leptons. This implies that
Though successful for the third family, this fails for the first and second families.
Georgi and Jarlskog (GJ) [205] proposed that the (2,2) matrix entry of the Yukawa matrices may be given by, y 
where the factor of −3 is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. Assuming a zero Yukawa element (texture) in the (1,1) position, and symmetric and hierarchical Yukawa matrices, this leads to the relations at low energy,
which are approximately consistent with the low energy masses.
In our approach we do not wish to consider such large Higgs representations to modify the Yukawa matrices at the GUT scale. Instead we note that these are not the physical Yukawa matrices due to mixing with the fourth family. By following our discussion given in Section 2.4.1 we find that the mixing with the fourth family may enhance y , even for small angle rotations. We can easily achieve an enhancement by a factor of 3, or indeed any other factor f . Such an enhancement is not present in y Assuming as before a zero Yukawa element (texture) in the (1,1) position, and symmetric and hierarchical Yukawa matrices, Eq.52 leads to the relations at low energy,
These relations are approximately consistent with the low energy masses for f ≈ 2 − 3.
It is worth noting that the requirement for enhancing y Table 1 would have constrained charges q L 4 = −q d4 and also q Q 4 = −q u4 = −q e4 . This would eventually have led to the constraint on the fourth family mixing that
. These relations would imply from Eq.16 that the SU (5) relation at low energy would be preserved, Y e ≈ Table  2 . Assuming this, then we have shown that the SU (5) theory can account for the muon anomalies R K ( * ) and obtain Y e = The above discussion assumes that there is a zero Yukawa element (texture) in the (1,1) position, with symmetric and hierarchical charged lepton Yukawa matrix. If on the other hand we would assume that the charged lepton Yukawa matrix is diagonal, then we would need to assume corrections as in both Eq. 20 and 21 in order to account for the correct low energy mass relations in Eq. 51. We will see an example of such a model in the next section.
SU (5) × A with a vector sector
In this section we will extend the particle content of our model by adding fourth and fifth generations of fermions in the5 and 10 irreps of SU (5), two right handed Majorana neutrinos, i.e., ν 1R , ν 2R and several SU (5) singlet scalar fields. In addition, we will implement the A 4 family symmetry, which will be supplemented by the Z 3 × Z 7 discrete group. These modifications in our simplified version of our model are done in order to get viable and predictive textures for the fermion sector, that will allow us to successfully describe the current pattern of SM fermion masses and mixing angles, as we will show later in this section.
The particle content of the model and the field assignments under the SU (5) × U (1) × A 4 ×Z 3 ×Z 7 group are shown in Table 3 . Let us note, that we use the A 4 family symmetry, since A 4 is the smallest discrete group having a three-dimensional irreducible representation and 3 different one-dimensional irreducible representations, which allows to naturally accommodate the three fermion families. Specifically, we grouped the three generations of SM fermionic5 i ≈ F i (i = 1, 2, 3) irreps of SU (5) in an A 4 triplet, whereas the three generations of SM fermionic 10 i ∼ T i (i = 1, 2, 3) irreps of SU (5) are assigned into A 4 trivial singlets. The exotic fermionic fields are also assigned into A 4 trivial singlets. As a consequence of the aforementioned fermion assignments under the A 4 × Z 3 × Z 7 discrete group, three A 4 triplets, SU (5) scalar singlets are needed to provide the masses for the SM down type quarks and charged leptons. In addition we need two extra A 4 scalar triplets to generate a viable and predictive light active neutrino mass matrix as well as as well as three A 4 triplets, SU (5) scalar quintuplets, with different Z 3 charges, are required to generate the SM up type quark masses and quark mixing parameters. Thus, in view of the above, the SU (5) singlet scalar fields neutral under U (1) , are accommodated into five A 4 triplets, i.e., ξ e , ξ µ , ξ τ , η 1 , η 2 and one A 4 trivial singlet, i.e, σ. Out of the A 4 scalar triplets, only η 1 and η 2 will participate in the neutrino Yukawa interactions, whereas the remaining A 4 triplets will appear in the charged lepton and down type quark Yukawa terms. That separation of the A 4 scalar triplets, resulting from the Z 3 × Z 7 discrete symmetry, allows us to treat the neutrino and the charged fermion sectors independently.
In addition, the Z 3 symmetry allows to have a SM charged lepton mass matrix diagonal, which is crucial to completelly suppress the lepton flavor violating decays. The Z 7 symmetry give rises to the hierarchical structure of the charged fermion mass matrices that yields the observed pattern of charged fermion masses and quark mixing angles. Furthermore, we introduce two right handed Majorana neutrinos, i.e., ν 1R , ν 2R , in order to implement a realistic type I seesaw mechanism at tree level for the generation of the light active neutrino masses. Having only one right handed Majorana neutrino would lead to two massless active neutrinos, which is obviously in contradiction with the experimental data on neutrino oscillations. On the other hand, in order to get predictive SM fermion mass matrices consistent with low energy fermion flavor data, we assume the following Field Representation/charge VEV pattern for the A 4 triplet SU (5) singlet scalars:
where the complex phases φ ν is introduced in the VEV pattern of the A 4 triplet scalar η 2 in order to successfully reproduce the experimental values of the leptonic mixing angles. Since the breaking of the A 4 × Z 3 × Z 7 discrete group generates the hierarchy among charged fermion masses and quark mixing angles and in order to relate the quark masses with the quark mixing parameters, we set the vacuum expectation values (VEVs) of the SU (5) singlet scalars σ, ξ e , ξ µ , ξ τ , η s (s = 1, 2), φ F 4 and φ F 5 with respect to the Wolfenstein parameter λ = 0.225 and the model cutoff Λ, as follows:
where j = 1, 2, 3 and s = 1, 2. The aforementioned VEV patterns are consistent with the scalar potential minimization equations for a large region parameter space. In particular, the VEV pattern of the A 4 scalar triplets η 1 and η 2 that participate in the neutrino Yukawa interactions have been derived for the first time in Ref. [68] in the framework of an A 4 flavor model.
With the above particle content, the following Yukawa terms invariant under the group
where the Yukawa couplings are O(1) dimensionless parameters, assumed to be real for the sake of simplicity, whereas M Fa , M Ta (a = 4, 5) and M 2 are dimensionful parameters.
On the other hand, it is worth mentioning that the lightest of the physical neutral scalar states of H
u , H
d and H (2) d is the SM-like 125 GeV Higgs discovered at the LHC. As clearly seen from Eq. 56, the top quark mass mainly arises from H u . In addition, let us note that the scalar potential of our model has many free parameters, which allows freedom to assume that the remaining scalars are heavy and outside the LHC reach. In addition, the loop effects of the heavy scalars contributing to precision observables can be suppressed by making an appropriate choice of the free parameters in the scalar potential. These adjustments do not affect the physical observables in the quark and lepton sectors, which are determined mainly by the Yukawa couplings.
From the Yukawa interactions given above, it follows that the SM mass matrices for quarks and charged leptons are given by:
where v = 246 GeV is the electroweak symmetry breaking scale, the factor of 3 includes the QCD corrections, the κ parameter is introduced to account for the threshold corrections to the down type quarks and charged lepton mass matrices [206] , the factors f 1 and f 2 consider the effects of the mixings with the fourth and fifth families, respectively of charged leptons as in Eqs. 20 and 21. Let us note that we have assumed as follows from an extension of our discussion given in Section 2.4.1, with appropiate modifications of the Eqs. 21 and 20 , that the factors f 1 and f 2 are given by:
, we find that the factors f 1 and f 2 will be of order unity, which is crucial to generate the right values of the electron and muon masses without spoiling our predictions for the SM down type quark mass spectrum.
The mechanism described above works because the fifth generation of vector like leptons only mixes with the first family of charged leptons. Thus, as a result of this mixing, the 11 entry of the charged lepton mass matrix will receive a correction proportional to sin θ Additionally, as seen from the Yukawa terms given in Eq. 56, considering v φ F 4 ≈ v φ F 5 ≈ O(1) TeV and assuming that the scale of breaking of the discrete symmetries is of the order of the GUT scale Λ GU T ≈ 10
16 GeV, we find that for dimensionless coupling of order unity, the mass mixing term between the 4th and the 5th generations of charged fermions is of the order of 10 −10 GeV. Considering 4th and the 5th generations of charged leptons contained in the 5,5 SU (5) representations have masses around O(1) TeV, we find a mixing angle between these fermions to be θ 45 ≈ 10 −13 , which implies that branching fractions for the charged lepton flavor violating decays induced by this mixing will be very tiny and well below their corresponding experimentally upper bound. Furthermore, as seen from Eq. 57 and Yukawa terms x
shown in Eq. 56, the SM charged lepton mass matrix is diagonal and θ
≈ 0, thus preventing contributions to the µ → eγ decay rate arising from these mixing angles, as follows from Appendix B. Besides that, it is worth mentioning that we are considering incomplete SU (5) multiplets for the fourth and fifth generations of fermions, which can be justified by assuming that the exotic down type quark fields contained in the 5 and5 irreps of SU (5) Since we assume that the dimensionless Yukawa couplings appearing in Eq. (56) are roughly of the same order of magnitude and we consider the VEVs v H
of the order of the electroweak scale v 246 GeV, the hierarchy of charged fermion masses and quark mixing matrix elements arises from the breaking of the A 4 ×Z 3 × Z 7 symmetry. Let us note that despite the fact that the running of Yukawa couplings from the GUT scale up to the electroweak scale is not explicitly included in our calculations, our effective Yukawa couplings can accommodate for the renormalization groups effects, since these effective Yukawa couplings depend not only on the Yukawa couplings but also on the VEVs of the scalar fields participating in the Yukawa interactions and those VEVs can be adjusted to account for these effects. This freedom in adjusting the VEVs of the scalars fields participating in the Yukawa interactions is due to the large number of parameters in the scalar potential. Furthermore, we recall that we adjust the corresponding effective Yukawa couplings instead of the Yukawa couplings to fit the physical observables in the quark and lepton sector to their experimental values at the M Z scale.
The charged lepton and quark masses [207, 208] , the quark mixing angles and Jarskog invariant [209] can be well reproduced in terms of natural parameters of order one, as shown in Table 4 , starting from the following benchmark point: 
In the quark sector. We use the M Z -scale experimental values of the quark masses given by Ref. [207] (which are similar to those in [208] ). The experimental values of the CKM parameters are taken from Ref. [209] . As indicated by Table 4 , the obtained quark masses, quark mixing angles, and CP violating phase are consistent with the low energy quark flavor data. As shown from Table 4 , the obtained values for the SM down type quark masses are inside the 1σ experimentally allowed range. In addition, our obtained values for the SM up type quark masses are inside the 1σ experimentally allowed range, as indicated in Table 4 .
On the other hand, from the neutrino Yukawa interactions, we find that the Dirac and Majorna neutrino mass matrices are given by:
Since the right handed Majorana neutrinos ν 1R and ν 2R acquire very large masses, the light active neutrino masses are generated via tree level type I seesaw mechanism and thus the light neutrino mass matrix takes the following form:
where m νa and m νb are given by:
The neutrino mass squared splittings, light active neutrino masses, leptonic mixing angles and CP violating phase for the scenario of normal neutrino mass hierarchy can be very well reproduced, as shown in Table 5 , for the following benchmark point:
In addition, we find that the light active neutrino masses are: From Table 5 , it follows that the neutrino mass squared splittings, i.e, ∆m 13 and the Dirac leptonic CP violating phase are consistent with neutrino oscillation experimental data for the scenario of normal neutrino mass hierarchy. Let us note that, for the inverted neutrino mass hierarchy, the obtained leptonic mixing parameters are very much outside the 3σ experimentally allowed range. Consequently, our model is only viable for the scenario of normal neutrino mass hierarchy.
Another important observable, worth to be determined in this model, is the effective Majorana neutrino mass parameter of neutrinoless double beta decay, which give us information on the Majorana nature of neutrinos. The amplitude for this process is directly proportional to the effective Majorana mass parameter, which is defined as: 
where U ej and m ν k are the the PMNS leptonic mixing matrix elements and the neutrino Majorana masses, respectively. Furthermore, s ij = sin θ (l) ij , c ij = cos θ (l) ij , α ij = α i − α j , being α i the Majorana phases, with i = j and i, j = 1, 2, 3. Note that since m ν 1 = 0 in our model, then m ee only depends on the relative phase α 32 − 2δ
CP where α 32 = α 3 − α 2 . Figure 1 shows the effective Majorana neutrino mass parameter as functions of the m νa , φ ν and δ CP parameters (here δ CP is the leptonic Dirac CP violating phase). To obtain the plots of Figure 1 , the parameters m νa , φ ν and δ CP were randomly generated in a range of values where the neutrino mass squared splittings and leptonic mixing parameters are inside the 3σ experimentally allowed range. As indicated by Figure 1 , our model predicts effective Majorana neutrino mass parameter in the range 2.5 meV m ee 2.8 meV, for the scenario of normal neutrino mass hierarchy.
Our obtained range of values for the effective Majorana neutrino mass parameter is beyond the reach of the present and forthcoming 0νββ-decay experiments. The current most stringent experimental upper limit on the effective Majorana neutrino mass parameter m ee ≤ 160 meV is set by T 
Conclusion
In this paper we have shown that SU (5) GUTs with multiple vector-like families at the GUT scale which transform under a gauged U (1) (under which the three chiral families are neutral) can result from two vector-like families at low energies which can induce non-universal and flavourful Z couplings, which can account for the B physics anomalies in R K ( * ) . In such theories, we have shown that the same physics which explains R K ( * ) also correct the Yukawa relation Y e = Y To illustrate the mechanism, we have constructed a concrete a model based on SU (5) × A 4 × Z 3 × Z 7 with two vector-like families at the GUT scale, and two right-handed neutrinos, leading to successful fit to quark and lepton (including neutrino) masses, mixing angles and CP phases, where the constraints from lepton flavour violation require Y e to be diagonal. This particular model predicts normal neutrino mass ordering with the inverted ordering disfavoured by our fit, and an effective Majorana neutrino mass parameter in the range 2.5 meV m ee 2.8 meV, for the scenario of normal neutrino mass hierarchy.
In conclusion, we have shown that the idea of a flavourful Z arising from mixing with a vector-like families, can be extended to SU (5) GUTs. In such theories, we have shown that the physics responsible for explaining the B physics anomalies in R K ( * ) as a result of modified couplings in the muon sector can also lead to violation of the SU ( Considering (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ) and (x 2 , y 2 , z 2 ) as the basis vectors for two A 4 -triplets 3, the following relations are fullfilled: (3 ⊗ 3) 1 = x 1 y 1 + x 2 y 2 + x 3 y 3 , (3 ⊗ 3) 1 = x 1 y 1 + ωx 2 y 2 + ω 2 x 3 y 3 , (3 ⊗ 3) 1 = x 1 y 1 + ω 2 x 2 y 2 + ωx 3 y 3 (3 ⊗ 3) 3s = (x 2 y 3 + x 3 y 2 , x 3 y 1 + x 1 y 3 , x 1 y 2 + x 2 y 1 ) , (3 ⊗ 3) 3a = (x 2 y 3 − x 3 y 2 , x 3 y 1 − x 1 y 3 , x 1 y 2 − x 2 y 1 ) ,
where ω = e i 2π 3 . The representation 1 is trivial, while the non-trivial 1 and 1 are complex conjugate to each other. Some reviews of discrete symmetries in particle physics are found in Refs. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] .
B Branching ratio of µ → eγ
The branching ratio of the µ → eγ decay in our model, for the scenario where the charged lepton masses are much smaller than the Z mass is given by [213, 214] :
where: 
being Γ µ = (n = 1, 2). Note that the branching ratio becomes zero for a diagonal SM charged lepton mass matrix provided that θ 
